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Multivariate-dependant performances
The performances on the High Frequency fill level inspection (in terms of defects' detection ratio and of associated false rejects' ratio)
applied to a statistically significative population of filled containers, are heavily conditioned by the constancy of several factors.
The dominant contributions, with a specific value for each one inspected container:
they all random variables;
whose superposition is a random variable too;

accounting for nearly all of the performances values established during containers' inspection, are:
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ambient temperature, preventing variations of liquid volume in the container;
ambient relative humidity of the air, preventing biased results arising by a secondary
contribution (air features its specific relative dielectric permittivity heavily different than
that of water), added to the one of medium (the liquid in the container), whose Capacity
of electrons is measured by the High Frequency fill level inspection bridge;
containers' speed, preventing a tilted upper surface of the liquid in the container;
physical properties of the beverage (e.g., beverage density);
chemical properties of the beverage (e.g., beverage molecular structure);
physical properties of the container (e.g., container density);
chemical properties of the container (e.g., container molecular structure);
filling conditions (e.g., quality of the Filler valve and of its setup during production).

What above also implying that false rejects (False Positives), whatever the Technology we
choose to check containers' fill level, cannot be measured during:
Filler or Labeller Machines, ramp-up or ramp-down phases, rather only at their nominal
constant speed;
Time intervals so wide to have implied a change on the thermal conditions of the Filler
Machine, itself in equilibrium with the ambient apart an unavoidable hysteresis implied by
its huge metal mas, changes on thermal conditions transferred to the liquid in the
container and to the air medium in which the container and the HF fill livel bridge both
lies.

Changes on Beverage temperature visible effects: spontaneous
sensibilisations and de-sensibilisations of the fill level inspection
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This last point above, allows a synthesis the situation in two practical rules:
increasing liquid temperature, forces the artificial reduction of both false rejection
ratio (False Positives) and the detection ratio of the truly underfilled containers (True
Positive);
decreasing liquid temperature, forces the artificial increase of both false rejection
ratio (False Positives) and the detection ratio of the truly underfilled containers (True
Positive).

Thermal ambient conditions and HF fill level inspection
We'll focus in the following only on the Thermal ambient conditions. For materials like the
water, base of the majority of soft-drinks and beers of Food and Beverage Bottling interest,
there is a significant variation of the dielectric constant with temperature. This is due to the
effect of thermal energy on orientational polarisation of the dipoles.
Because of this intimate molecular reason, the energetic level of the beverage whose level we
want to inspect, really does matter.
Refer to the the following animations (credit University of Cambridge, Dept. of Materials
Science and Metallurgy); in the first water dipoles are shown as vibrating system green-gray
coloured and show a spreading of their polarisation angles directly related to the increase of
temperature of the beverage.

The complex vector dielectric permittivity ε has its imaginary part related to the dissipation of
energy within the medium. Energy dissipation is related to the average molecular and bonds’
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motion, say to the water temperature. Dielectric permittivity ε will change continously, as
temperature decrease. But there are several exceptions in the behaviour of the dielectric
constant with respect to (beverage) temperature.
The fine-details of the process are out of the scope of this text and we'll only introduce the
subject. The dielectric constant ε will show discontinuities at phase boundaries, because the
structure changes in a phase change. Whether ε will increase or decrease at a given phase
change depends on the phases involved. When an electric field is applied, like in the case of
the High Frequency fill level inspections, the:
potential energy of orientations aligned with the electric field, is reduced;
energy of orientations aligned in opposition to the direction of the electric field, is
increased.

What precede, meaning that less energy is required to exchange toward orientations aligned
with the electric field, and more energy required to pass to orientations aligned against the
electric field. Therefore, with the passage of time, molecules of water will become aligned with
the field.

What above explained in synthesis by the following animation, referred to all

materials water included:

Choosing the High Frequency fill level inspection we are going to inspect that beverage level
indirectly, inferring its electric Capacity by the measurement of its dielectric permittivity ε.
Water temperature is directly influenced by the filler temperature, because a filler is a huge
metal mass in thermal equilibrium with the ambient. Cooler, when present, reduces the
dependence by external factors of the product temperature before its reaches the filler.
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The area where the Filler Machine lies, always experience sensible daily differences of
temperature, in the hours comprised between the coolest and hottest hours:

coolest

≈ 5 am

<

≈ 3 pm

hottest

These, superimposed to the seasonal ambient temperature variations, whose absolute value
can be:

(10 – 20) ºC

let us understand why the High Frequency fill level inspection is intrinsically exposed to
dagnine and spontaneous variations of its own sensitivity, affecting the most delicate place of
the entire Bottling Line: the Filler Machine out feed.
With non-foaming beverages, leaving the HF fill level inspection sensitivity parameter constant
along all of the year, they’ll be observed seasonal phases, where HF fill level inspection shall
show opposite tendencies visible :
blocking completely the Bottling Line at the Filler out feed, because of false rejects during
the cold season and hours;
not detecting (then, introducing to the Market), macroscopically underfilled containers,
during the hottest season and hours.

To counter this natural tendence they exist, as an optional, specific hardware-software
modules consisting of a sensor of temperature installed into the filling tank. These relatively
cheap systems measures the beverage temperature directly into the filling tank . Data are later
processed by an Analog/Digital converter and combined with the data obtained after the High
Frequency fill level measurement.
This way, it is possible a compensation for the however unavoidable seasonal and daily
variations of the ambient temperature of where they lie Filler Machine and related pipings.
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